People book hotels due to a variety of reasons. Some book the required
number of rooms in order to spend family holidays, some to arrange
birthday parties and receptions, while others for official meetings.
A lot of people when scheduling their luxury holidays in Vietnam will
evaluate the suitability of a hotel by judging the offered services and this
is surely a good approach. Aspects such as range of dining, assorted
bars, gym, spa and facilities like internet access, plasma TV, and DVD
can assist to make a stay not only happy, but luxuriant. Luxurious hotels
in Hanoi Old Quarter offer all or most of these services, but what keeps
them apart from more conventional top-end accommodations is the style
and uniqueness of their management. This uniqueness will gratify
travelers who desire their holidays to be tailor made to their own likings.
Although, it is difficult to select amongst the most luxurious hotels in the
world since the contemporary era has immensely progressed with
regard to luxury and service, I have penned down two of the most
luxurious hotels with their elaborated details.
The first one that I have taken the initiative to recommend for a luxury
holiday is Intercontinental, located at Da Nang, Vietnam. It is
surreptitiously possessed and managed by the enchanting
Intercontinental family. The hotel is a private “Boutique” style asset that
was constructed in the 19th century as a private holiday home.
All the rooms of this hotel are equipped with AM/FM alarm clocks, sofa
sleepers, coffee makers and air conditioners. Some rooms even contain
Jacuzzi tubs besides a large TV and furnishings. The hotel also contains
a pool, shuttle service to the major popular parks, restaurants, business
center and it also offers exercise facilities as well as Wi-Fi, in-room
washer and dryers.
Intercontinental Phuquoc Hotel is located at Phu Quoc island, Kien
Giang Vietnam. It consists of a 15 two storey buildings besides 24
tropically landscaped areas. Intercontinental is truly a perfect place for
those who wish an experience of real thrill in Phu Quoc, Vietnam and
you donot need to have Vietnam visa to visit Phu Quoc island.
Set in the amazing Vietnamese beauty, it is a cream white coral stone
building among the mahogany trees. Its building is the evidence of its
grandeur. The rooms are very luxurious with private verandas to give
you the perfect view of the Vietnamese landscape. The hotel is equipped
with all the facilities of the modern life that you may ask for. There is a
spa, a salon, a boutique, swimming pools and all other facilities that you
can think of for your comfort. You will be able to enjoy the Vietnamese

delicacies as well as delicacies from around the world here. For booking
holidays here, you must visit their website and go through the details
and make the bookings according to your needs.

